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[57] ABSTRACT 
The bunching device in accordance with the invention 
is essentially constituted by a cylindrical cavity resona-
tor, which advantageously replaces the conventional 
device encountered in linear accelerators, including a 
velocity-modulation cavity for modulating the parti-
cles and a drift space for bunching said particles. 
The length of this bunching cavity is associated with 
the velocity of the particles in said cavity and with the 
operating frequency of the accelerator. 
A device of this kind, which is of small size and low 
cost, renders unnecessary the conventional control of 
amplitude and phase of the signals which are injected 
into the bunching device and the accelerator 
structure, which are coupled in a direct manner. 
Furthermore, it enables operation to be carried out 
under conditions of heavy current, whilst achieving 
good efficiency. 

5 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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DEVICE FOR BUNCHING THE PARTICLES OF A ing cavity" I, which is a cylinder axially limited by an 
BEAM, AND LINEAR ACCELERATOR entry face A and an exit face B, is coupled to an HF 

COMPRISING SAID DEVICE generator by means input coupler 2 and an aperture 3 
Linear accelerators generally employ continuous or iris diaphragm drilled in the entry face A and to the 

beams in which the particles are bunched in tight and 5 first cavity 5 of the series of cavities 5, 6, 7 .... which 
dense bunches before passing through an accelerator form the conventionnal structure of the accelerator, 
structure. The length L of the "bunching cavity" 1 correspond 
Generally, the bunching of particles is achieved by to a phase shift sensibly equal to 3tt/2, considering the 

the successive actions of : centra! particle of a bunch which is building up at entry 
a beam "chopper" which eliminates those parts of 10 face A. 

the beam which ultimately cause interference ; In operation, a particle beam I<>, having same axis that 
an HF cavity which velocity-modulates the beam ; series of cavity resonators, passes through the input 
a drift space which enables said velocity-modulation coupler 2 and enters the "bunching cavity" 1 through 

to be converted to density-modulation. the iris 3 and is subjected to the HF electromagnetic 
The drawbacks of this succession of devices are man- 15 field excited in this "bunching cavity" 1. 

ifold and include in particular the necessity of regulat- The particles passing through said cavity successively 
ing the strengths of the electromagnetic fields, and the experience velocity-modulation and density-
relative phases at different points in the beam trajec- modulation due to the cumulative effect of the electro-
tory, and thus of using bulky and expensive equipment. magnetic field which acts upon them over their trajec-
Moreover, the presence of a drift space (prejudicial to 20 tory. It is therefore unnecessary to follow the "bunch-
good transverse bunching of the particles when the ing cavity" 1 by a drift space, this constitutes a substan-
beam current is high) and the fact that it is impossible tial advantage of the device. 
to modify the length of this drift space restricts the ap- Moreover, a linear accelerator operating the travel-
plication of the accelerator. ling wave mode and equipped with the bunching device 
The object of the present invention is a device which 25 in accordance with the invention, only requires one HF 

overcomes these drawbacks and, more particularly, a input, associated to the "bunching cavity" 1, which is 
device for bunching particles of a beam, comprising : then acting as the first element of the series of cavity 
at least one bunching cylindrical cavity resonator tuned resonators which together make up the accelerator 
to the operating frequency f, said bunching cavity hav- structure. Control of the phase is thus achieved quite 
ing an entry face and an exit face, said entry and exit 30 simply by suitable choice of the dimensions of said cav-
face being axially spaced and respectively provided ities. 
with an axial aperture for the passage therethrough of An example will better illustrate the advantages of 
said particle beam, means for feeding high power en- the device. 
ergy to said bunching cavity ; said entry and exit faces The "bunching cavity" 1, as shown in Fig. 1, consti-
being separated by the distance : 35 tutes a transition between the input HF coupler 2 as-

_ . socaited to an HF generator and the accelerator struc-
— Iv/J) ture consitituted by the cavities 5, 6, 7 . . . No phase-

where : v is the mean velocity of said particles ex- regulating device is required. The length L of the 
pressed in m/s ; "bunching cavity" 1 corresponding for an operating 
/ the operating frequency of said bunching cavity , 4® frequency of 3 GHz and a mean particle (electrons) ve-

expressed in GHz ; locity of c/2, where c is the light velocity, is : 
and n a numerical factor ranging between 0.5 and 1.5. _ _ _ 
The invention also relates to a linear particle acceler- ~ 2 5 c m' wlth n ~ °>5' 

ator comprising a source of particles for emitting a par- The electrons are injected at an energy in the order 
tide beam, an accelerating structure comprising a plu- 45 of 40 Kev for example. 
rality of cavity resonators in series, coupled to each It is worthy of note that this distance is much shorter 
other and provided with apertures for the passage than that encountered in the conventional bunching 
therethrough of said particle beam, the previously men- devices and which, in addition to the velocity-
tioned bunching cavity being coupled to the first cavity ̂ ^ modulation cavity, the size of which is substantial in-
resonator of said accelerating structure. eludes a drift space having a length in the order of one 
The invention will be better understood and other of wavelength at modulating voltages in the order ± 5 to 

its features rendered apparent, from a consideration of ± 8 Kvolts. 
the ensuing description and the accompanying draw- When the current increases, the space charge be-
ings in which : 55 comes very important, and the transverse unbundling 
FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a linear travelling through the drift space increases correspondingly, 

wave accelerator equipped with a bunching device in Under conditions of high current, the present inven-
accordance with the invention ; tion provides excellent results since it dispenses with 
FIG. 2 illustrates variations in power as a function of the need for said drift space, 

phase, at the output of the bunching cavity ; 60 Moreover, a "chopper" is no longer needed because 
FIG. 3 illustrates the phase-power diagram at the out- the electromagnetic field prevailling in the "bunching 

put of an accelerator provided with a bunching device cavity" 1 eliminates the occurrence of unwanted parti-
in accordance with the invention (curve a) and at the cles. 
output of a linear accelerator which does not comprise FIG. 2, which applies to the case of an electron beam 
preliminary bunching device (curve b). 65 entering the bunching cavity 1 in accordance with the 
FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a linear, travelling invention, aat a power of 40 Kev, illustrates the varia-

wave particle accelerator comprising a "bunching cav- tions in phase as a function of the beam power in the 
ity" 1, in accordance with the invention. This "bunch- exit plane of said "bunching cavity" 1, the latter's 
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length corresponding approximately to a phase shift of through of the particle beam, 
3ir/2 . at least one bunching cylindrical cavity resonator 
FIG. 3, curve a illustrates the phase-power graph at coupled to the first cavity resonator of the acceler-

the output of a conventional accelerator structure pre- ator structure tuned to the operating frequency/, 
ceded by a bunching device in accordance with the in- 5 said bunching cavity having an entry face and an 
vention. exit face said entry and exit faces being axially 
FIG. 3, curve b, by way of comparison, illustrates the spaced and respectively provided with an axial ap-

phase-power graph at the output of the same accelera- erture for the passage therethrough of said particle 
tor structure when used on its own. beam, means for feeding high power energy to said 
It will be seen that the addition of the "bunching cav- 10 bunching cavity; 

ity" 1 to a conventional accelerator structure, doubles said entry a n d exit faces being separated by the dis-
the effective current whilst much improving the "ener- tance' 
gy-phase" concentration, that is to say the beam prop-
erties at exit from the accelerator. L = n ( v / f ) 
If the phase-energy curve of an accelerator equipped 15 w h e r e : „ is the m e a n velocity of said particies expressed 

with a preliminary bunching device of conventional jn 
kind is close to the curve a , where the space charge is /the'operating frequency of said bunching cavity, ex-
very weak, this is certainly not the case when the cur- ressed in GHz- and 
rent is high. In the latter case, a device in accordance • 1 * '. • u . r, c j , r . . , ? . . ' n a numerical factor ranging between 0.5 and 1.5. with the invention is very advantageous. 20 * i- , . 1 • j • , ., ... . . . 1 . 1 . . 2. A linear accelerator as claimed in claim 1, wherein In the embodiment chosen, the accelerator operates • _,• , . ... „• , . . .. , • said bunching resonator is adjacent to the first cavity in the travelling wave mode but the device in accor- 's , . J , . ,, , ... ... .• ,, „ , , • resonator ot said structure and electromagnetically dance with the invention can equally well be used in an ... ,, , , . . , . , 
accelerator operating in the standing wave mode. In C 0 UP I e d ther£*° and.has a c o m m

i
o n w a" therewith, sa.d 

this case, the hyperfrequency energy can be injected in 25 c o m m o n w a l 1 h a v l n 8 a c o u P h n g a P e r t u r e f o r m e d 

the first resonant cavity of the accelerating structure, therein. 
the "bunching cavity" being electromagnetically cou- 3- A linear accelerator as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
pled to this first cavity in a direct manner. said source is an electron source comprising means for 
The invention is not limited to the examples de- accelerating said electrons at the input of said bunching 

scribed and illustrated here. In particular, it is possible 30 resonator to a velocity v equal to c/2, c being the light 
to improve the bunching of the particles by placing be- velocity, said entry and exit faces being separated by a 
fore the accelerator structure, two "bunching cavities" distance L = c/4/with n = 0.5. 
which are coupled with one another. 4- A linear accelerator as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
We claim: said high-frequency energy feeding means are coupled 
1. A device for bunching particles of a beam, com- 35 to said entry face of said bunching cavity resonator, 

prising: 5. A linear accelerator as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
a source of particles for emitting the particles, said high-frequency energy feeding means are coupled 
an accelerating structure including a plurality of cav- to one of said cavity resonators of accelerating struc-
ity resonators in series coupled to each other and ture. 
provided with apertures for the passage there- 40 * * * * * 
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